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Abstract 
Tree-mupping is a method of deducing the evolutionary history of a set of genes, given two 
seemingly contradictory evolutionary trees for the genes and for the species in which the genes 
were found. The method is based on the postulation of duplication events which then allow to 
resolve the contradiction between the trees. To quantify the difficulty of this reconciliation two 
measures have been introduced in the literature. Mirkin, Muchnik, and Smith (J. Comput. Biol. 2 
(4) (1995) 493-508) conjecture that the two measures are in fact equivalent. The present paper 
proves this conjecture. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Phylogenetic tree; Gene-tree; Species-tree; Inconsistency; Dissimilarity measure of 
trees; Gene duplication 
1. Introduction 
It is today generally accepted that any two forms of life on earth have evolved from a 
common ancestor [9, lo]. One aim of evolutionary biology is the reconstruction of the 
evolutionary history of current species. Based on the assumption of common ancestors 
this history can be depicted as a tree, generally called a phylogenetic tree. Its nodes 
correspond to hypothetical ancestral species and its edges are lines of descent. 
Together with a species, its various characters evolved according to the same evo- 
lutionary tree. Thus every character, e.g. the shape of the skull, reflects the same 
evolutionary history. Studying the history of a character is the main source of infor- 
mation for the reconstruction of evolutionary relationships between species. However, 
it is of prime importance to study characters which are in fact comparable. A fly and 
a bird both have wings and yet the bird is not more closely related to insects than 
to other vertebrates. The wings of birds and flies are incomparable characters because 
they do not share a common evolutionary origin. Deducing history from this selection 
of characters will lead to results contradicting our current knowledge about evolution. 
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Fig. 1. Incongruent gene-tree and species-tree. 
With the rise of molecular biology the DNA sequences of genes have become avail- 
able. They can be treated as characters from which to deduce phylogenetic trees (see 
e.g. [4, 5, 121). However, deciding which genes actually are comparable may be prob- 
lematic. There exist large families of genes having several, distinct copies in many 
species. In order to derive a tree that correctly reflects the evolution of species and 
not of the genes of this particular family, one needs precise knowledge as to which 
copies of the gene are the comparable ones. Since this is generally only possible after 
careful study of the entire family, the thee derived from a selection of genes from a 
gene family and the tree describing the evolution of species will frequently disagree. 
We will call a tree derived from a set of genes the genetree and the tree according 
to which we assume that species have evolved the species-tree. We assume that the 
gene-tree contains exactly one gene from each of the species in the species-tree. 
Unfortunately gene-tree and species-tree may be incongruent in spite of the fact 
that their evolutionary representation is correct. Consider for example the gene-tree 
and species-tree in Fig. 1 (see, e.g. [9]) for the hemoglobin family. Goodman et al. 
[6] reasoned that this incongruence might result from unrecognized paralogous genes 
being mistaken for orthologous genes. The gene family of hemoglobin genes in ver- 
tebrates contains, among others, two types of genes: a-hemoglobin and P-hemoglobin. 
Both types evolved from an ancestral hemoglobin that existed prior to the vertebrates. 
This ancestral gene then was duplicated and the two new paralogous genes (copies) 
gave rise to vertebrate c(- and P-hemoglobins, respectively. A researcher studying the 
a-hemoglobins from man, chimpanzee, and horse will find that man and chimpanzee 
have a common ancestor which in turn has a common ancestor with the horse. If the 
researcher studied P-hemoglobins from the same set of species he would find the same 
result. Were this family not as well-studied as it is today, the researcher might, how- 
ever, have chosen a P-gene from chimp and a-genes from man and horse as the set to 
base his analysis on. Consequently he/she would have found that man and horse group 
together versus the chimp which appears to be of older evolutionary origin. While 
this is correct for the particular selection of genes, it is an uncommon view as to the 
development of species. 
Fig. 2 reflects the complete gene-tree for the a-genes and the b-genes of man chimp 
and horse. Note that the gene-tree of Fig. 1 is a subtree of the complete gene-tree 
and the complete gene-tree is a duplication of the species-tree in Fig. 1. Assume we 
would be aware of the duplication events in the species-tree. Then we would be able to 
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Fig. 2. Complete gene-tree. 
outline the topology of the species-tree and to embed our gene-tree into it. We would 
obtain a reconciled gene-tree which represents in our case the complete gene-tree. 
Thus, possible discrepancies between a gene-tree and a species-tree can be explained 
by postulating duplication events that gave rise to different copies of a gene. From the 
theoretical point of view there is an unlimited number of sets of duplication events 
which results in a possible reconciled tree. Goodman et al. [6] outlined a parsimony 
strategy by postulating the minimum number of duplications required for a reconciled 
tree. More recently this method has been carefully developed by Page [14]. 
To introduce the basic logic we need to introduce gene-tree and species-trees in 
more detail. 
Recall our assumption that exactly one gene from each contemporary species is 
present in the gene-tree. Thus we may use the convention to denote a contemporary 
species and a contemporary gene from that species by the same symbol. We will 
use integers for this purpose. Note that an ancestral gene is uniquely defined by the 
set of contemporary genes (leaves of the gene-tree) descending from it. Likewise, an 
ancient species is uniquely defined by the contemporary species descending from it. 
To formalize this correspondence between sets of genes or species and tree nodes we 
will introduce the notion of n-tree in Definition 2. 
Duplication events are postulated based on a function M, called the tree mapping 
function. M maps each gene, contemporary or ancestral, of the gene-tree onto a species 
in the species-tree. This species, too, may either be contemporary, i.e. correspond to a 
leaf of the species-tree, or ancestral, i.e. correspond to an inner node of the species-tree. 
The tree mapping function M maps a gene onto the most recent species that must have 
contained that gene. How can one infer whether a species possessed a certain gene? 
First one knows which contemporary species carries which gene. Assume further that 
a certain gene has as contemporary descendant genes, e.g., 1,2, and 3 and call the 
ancestral gene ( 1,2,3}. Any species having 1,2, and 3 as contemporary descendant 
species must therefore have possessed a gene ancestral to genes 1,2, and 3 and thus 
ancestral also to gene { 1,2,3}. The most recent of these ancient species is M( { 1,2,3}). 
The formal definition of A4 will be given in Definition 3. 
M need not be injective: it may map a parent gene, say a node a of the gene-tree, 
onto the same species as one of a’s children a, (we denote a fixed but arbitrarily 
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chosen child of a node a with a,). This means that the most recent species M(a) 
which possessed gene a is also the most recent species in which one finds gene a,, 
an immediate descendant of a in the gene-tree. In this case the bifurcation of a in 
the gene-tree is not consistent with the bifurcation of M(a) in the species-tree. The 
bifurcation of a takes place in M(a) and makes gene and species-tree inconsistent to 
each other. In our model the bifurcation of a suggests that species M(a) possessed two 
copies of gene a, say a+ and a-. The existence of two copies is postulated to be due 
to prior duplication of a predecessor gene and we call a a duplication node. Since we 
do not have knowledge of a species that possessed a, and not a we can identify a, 
with one copy, say a+. The question then arises whether the sibling a,- of a, (having 
chosen a child a, we denote by a,- the other child of a) is the other copy a-. If a,- 
maps onto M(a) as well then the answer is affirmative for the same reason as above. 
Otherwise, i.e. if M(a,-) is a descendant species to M(a), we cannot identify a,- with a- 
but rather it is a descendant gene of a-. This distinction is the basis for Definition 4. 
The number of duplications needed to explain a gene-tree from a given species-tree has 
be used as an asymmetric distance measure between the two trees by Goodman et al. 
[6]. It has subsequently been recognized, though, that the postulation of a duplication 
also implies the existence of a certain set of genes which are not observed in the given 
data set (see, e.g. [14]). In our example those are the P-hemoglobin genes from man 
and horse and the a-hemoglobin gene from chimp. Were the example more involved 
the unobserved genes might not constitute leaves but entire subtrees. We adopt the 
convention to count such a subtree only once, independent of its size. It is thus only 
the development of the unobserved ancestral gene that is accounted for, not necessarily 
each unobserved contemporary gene. Of course, the number of unobserved genes will 
grow with the number of duplications. 
Mirkin et al. [l l] study two measures one of which was introduced by Guigo 
et al. [8]. Both measures account for the number of duplications as well as for 
the number of unobserved subtrees. Although the measures are formally very different, 
they were found to agree on many examples. Mirkin et al. [l l] formulate the con- 
jecture that they are in fact identical. Using the initials of the authors of that paper 
we denote their conjecture MMS-Conjecture. This paper proves the MMS-Con- 
jecture [3]. 
Section 2 will formally define the notions that were just introduced. Definitions of 
the two measures and the formulation of the theorem asserting the MMS-Conjecture 
will follow in Section 3. Section 4 will give the proof of the theorem and Section 5 
presents an example. 
2. Basic definitions 
Definition 1 (Rooted binary tree). Let T := (VT, ET) be a connected DAG (directed 
acyclic graph) with one vertex having out-degree 2 and indegree 0 and the other 
vertices having either indegree 1 and outdegree 2 (the inner nodes I’?T) or indegree 1 
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and outdegree 0 (the leaves VET). Then we call this graph a rooted binary tree. The 
vertex with indegree 0 is called the root. 
Let v E VT. Any vertex that can be reached from v is called a descendant of v. Its 
direct successors are called children of v and denoted by Ch(v). We use the following 
convention: v, E Ch(v) is one, arbitrary element of Ch(u) and v,- E Ch(u) shall then 
denote the sibling of v, i.e. v, E Ch(v)\{uc}. Any vertex from which v can be reached 
is called predecessor of v. The direct predecessor of v is called parent of v and denoted 
by P(c). The first common predecessor of all elements of a subset V C: VT is called 
the least common ancestor of V and denoted by Ica,( V). The subtree of T spanned 
by all descendants of v and having v as its root is called T(n). 
Let U := (V,,E,) be an arbitrary subgraph of T. The homeomorphously reduced 
subtree Hom( U) := (V, E) is defined as follows: 
V := {v E V;l degree(v) # 2 V v has no successor in U}, 
E := {(a, b) E V x VI there exists a path in U from a to b 
not containing a node of V}. 
For our purposes we do not assign a length to the edges of the tree as is otherwise 
frequently done in the study of phylogeny. Such trees are called cladograms. In the 
literature cladograms have been described in various ways. Frequently a hierarchical 
set system is introduced which can then be drawn as a tree [7]. We will use a slightly 
extended notion of an n-tree [l, 21 to represent a binary hierarchical cluster system. 
This definition will allow the identification of inner nodes in a tree with the set of 
leaves descending from it as described in the introduction. 
Definition 2 (n-tree). A binary n-clusfer-system over a set of !G4 E { 1,. . . , n} is a fam- 
ily J c 2” such that 
(i) QEJ, (ii) 0 $z’ J,
(iii) V’i E 52: {i} E J, (iv) Ya,bEJ: anbE{l?,a,b}, 
(v) ~c~J,icI#l:~a,b~~:aljb=c. 
Let J be a binary n-cluster-system. The n-tree of J is a rooted binary tree T := (VT, 
ET), where VT = J and the ordered pair (v, w) E VT x VT is an edge iff w c v A & E 
VT : w c u c v. The node Q is the root of the n-tree and we think of edges as directed 
away from the root. It is easy to verify that this is well-defined. 
We denote with Un the set of all n-trees and U<,, denotes the union of all n/-trees 
with n’ dn. We assume that our n-trees have at least 3 nodes. 
Note that the n-tree of an n-cluster-system J is just the Hasse diagram of the partially 
ordered set (J, C). We will use the terms chain and antichain both in this partial order 
of the n-cluster-system and in the n-tree. 
In the context of cluster systems we will also use the notation Mn( Y) to denote the 
set of minimal elements in a subset Y of a partially ordered set X. 
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In our model gene-trees as well as species-trees could be introduced as rooted binary 
trees. However, as pointed out in the introduction we assume that the gene-tree contains 
exactly one contemporary gene from each contemporary species. This implies a one- 
to-one mapping between the leaves of the two trees. An ancient gene or species can 
thus be identified with the set of its descendant leaves. For simplicity we use the same 
number for a gene and the species that it is from and define gene-tree and species-tree 
as n-trees over this set. In the following we choose a fixed gene-tree TG E 71n and a 
fixed species-tree Ts E Un. Since n, the number of genes and species, will mostly be 
fixed we leave out this subscript whenever possible. 
We proceed to introduce the tree-mapping M : VG 4 Vs, i.e. it maps vertices of the 
gene-tree to vertices of the species-tree. In biological terms M(a) is the most recent 
species possessing ene a. If a is a leaf of the gene-tree then M(a) is the species 
denoted by the same symbol a, although now viewed as a leaf in the species-tree. 
More formally, since V~G = Vls, for a E V/C we have M(a) = a. Next let a be an 
inner node in the gene-tree. We abbreviate with V/G(~) the leaves of the subtree G(a) 
and obviously each of these leaves maps to its own species in the species-tree. Thus 
the most recent species containing gene a must be their least common ancestor in the 
species-tree. Having defined the gene-tree as an n-tree we know that a is just the union 
of its descendant leaves: a = UcEVlcc ) c. Therefore the following definition describes 
M(a) as the smallest set in J$ containing a. 
Definition 3 (Tree mapping). Let M : VG + l$, 
M(a)=x:HaaxA$x’E &:aC.x’Cx. 
Note that M is monotone, i.e. u c u + M(u) cM(u). 
Based on the tree-mapping we are now able to define the duplicated genes in VG. 
As pointed out in the introduction there are two types of duplicated genes: those for 
which only one copy is known and those where both copies are known. Thus V, can 
be partitioned into three different sets defined as follows. 
Definition 4 (Partition of VG). Let us define a partition of VG reflecting the different 
kinds of duplications. 
(1) Vo are the genes which are not duplicated. 
Vo:={aE Vie IM(a)#M(a,)AM(a)#M(a,-)}, 
(2) v are the duplicated genes with only one known copy. 
fi := {a E Vie j M(a) #M(a,)i/M(a) #M(a,-)}, 
(3) V, are the duplicated genes with two known copies. 
V, := {aE Vie ~M(a)=M(a,)AM(a)=M(a,-)}, 
Dup := 6 u fi shall then denote the set of all duplications. When necessary we will 
write Dup(To,Ts) to emphasize which trees we refer to. 
An example showing the duplicated genes of the gene-tree TG discovered by the tree 
mapping function M : VC -+ VS is shown in Fig. 3. 
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26 7 3 48 15 12 34 5 6 7 8 
Fig. 3. The duplicated genes of TG and their known copies. 
3. The two measures 
Given a gene-tree To E lJn and a species-tree Ts E Unr,, Mirkin et al. [l l] discuss 
two measures L and C to quantify the difficulty of explaining To under Ts. L was 
originally introduced by Guigo et al. [8]. Both measures count the number of postulated 
duplications and unobserved genes. L and C differ in how they account for deduced but 
unobserved genes. The special biological meaning of these measures and their formal 
definitions as given in [ 1 l] are introduced below. An example showing how to calculate 
the L and C measure for TG and TS of Fig. 3 is given in Section 5. 
3.1. The measure L 
The L-measure consists of two summands, Si and &. St counts the number of 
duplications llhp(T~,T~)l. For the biological meaning of & we have to study the 
development of a gene a E Vie to one of its children, say a,. In the gene-tree a, 
is a direct descendant of a. The species-tree, however, may indicate that there are 
unobserved genes which are part of the development from a to a,. Such evidence may 
arise from S(M(a)). Consider nodes M(a) and M(a,) in the species-tree. M(a,) need 
not be a child of M(a) and other species may lie on the path between them, i.e. there 
may exist a node x E Vs with M(a,) c x c M(a). This indicates an unobserved gene 
a’ contained in species x. a’ is not necessarily distinct from either a or u, but there 
is still the possibility to have a c a’ c a,. We can count all these possible unobserved 
genes on the path strictly between M(u) and M(u,). We denote the path length strictly 
between M(u) and M(u,) as p((u,u,)). 
There is, however, another indicator of an unobserved gene. As pointed out above 
for a duplication of the “Vi-type” only one copy of the duplicated gene can actually be 
observed while the other one is not observed but only inferred. Therefore, in counting 
all unobserved genes this has to be accounted for, too. The summand & of L does 
exactly this: it counts all the unobserved genes for every parent child pair (a, a,) E EG.. 
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In general this is done based on the path length but for an a E V, an extra 1 has to 
added. This leads to the following formal definition of the L-measure. 
Definition 5. p : EG + No, 
Definition 6. I: Vie -+ No, 
Definition 7. L : 9JJ x Fn + No, 
Wc,Ts):= IW(Tc,Ts)l + c 4~). 
0 E Vie 
3.2. The measure C 
Again, two summands form the C-measure the first one of which is the number of 
duplications (lhp(TG,Ts)l. The second one, specific to the C measure, counts something 
that appears to be entirely different to the second summand in the L-measure. To 
understand what is counted we need to study the development of the copies of a 
duplicated gene in the different species. Say a gene a E Du~(TG, is) is mapped to a 
species x := M(u). Since a is a duplication descendants of its two copies can occur in 
ail species following X, i.e. in Ts(x). Thinking of the copies as a+ and a- (like in the 
Introduction) we will distinguish their descendants as “t” and “-“, respectively. 
The given data (gene-tree and species-tree) impose certain restrictions as to the 
possible deduction of which species in Ts(x) possessed descendant genes of which copy 
of a. For some species one may be able to deduce that they contained descendants of 
both copies while for others it is only possible to demonstrate that either the + or the 
- was present. Therefore we partition the nodes of Ts(x) by “copy-type” depending 
on their possible containment of “+” or “-” genes: 
(1) NC(u): none-copy nodes contain neither a “+” nor a “-” gene. 
(2) SC(u): single-copy nodes contain exclusively a “+” or a “-” gene. 
(a) + copy: the node contains only the “+” gene. 
(b) - copy: the node contains only the “-” gene. 
(3) DC(a): double-copy nodes contain the “+” and “-” gene. 
It remains to show how to determine the assignment of + and - to a species. Like in 
the case of the mapping function this is mediated by the leaves of gene and species- 
tree, i.e. by contemporary genes and species. We assumed that a is a duplication node. 
Therefore u, is either itself a+ or is one of the descendants of a+. Analogously a,- is 
either itself a- or is one of its descendants since if a? were also a + gene the node 
a would not be a duplication. It follows that all descendants of a, are + genes all 
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the way down to the leaves of the gene-tree. Analogously, the descendants of a,- are 
- genes. Since now one knows the assignment of the contemporary genes one can 
deduce the information for the leaves of the species-tree. Once a contemporary species 
is assigned its copy-type all the species on the path from M(a) to this leaf must have 
contained a gene of this same type. 
This construction shows that the nodes in DC(a) are those which have descendant 
contemporary species of both + and - type as deduced via the genes descending from 
a,, and a,-. The following formal definition of DC(a) is based on this characterization. 
Definition 8 (Double-copy nodes). DC : ViG + 2’“, 
It is easy to see that the nodes in DC(a) form a subtree rooted at x. What the 
C-measure counts is the cardinality of the lower “hull” of this subtree. By this we 
mean the number of edges linking a node in DC(a) to one that possesses not a + and 
a - gene. Since the leaves are not + and - this is well defined. 
Definition 9 (Hull). H : Vie + 2”) 
H(a) := {xc E v, / (x,xc) E Es :x E DC(a) Ax,. $ DC(a)}. 
We are now prepared to introduce the measure C. 
Definition 10. c: Vie + No. 
IH(a a E DuP(TG,Ts), 
a ‘2 DuP(TG, Ts 1. 
Definition I1 (The C-measure). C : Fn x Fn --f No, 
C(TG,TS):-= IDuP(TG,Ts)I + c c(a). 
aE vi,; 
3.3. The MMS-conjecture 
Theorem 12. Let To and Ts be n-trees. Then 
Based on the above definitions the essence of this statement is 
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4. Proof of the MMS-conjecture 
A first idea is proving the above equality would be to check whether I(a) and c(a) 
agree for all nodes a in the gene-tree. However, a node which is not a duplication 
node will have a positive contribution to the measure L while contributing nothing to 
C. This immediately refutes this naive approach such that we have to take a more 
involved route. In Section 4.1 we slightly reformulate both measures such that for a 
given node in To specific edges in Ts are counted instead of nodes. Both c and I will 
then imply mappings from the nodes of To to the edges of Ts. The purpose of this 
will become apparent later when we will keep edges in TS fixed and count how many 
nodes in To are mapped onto this edge. The thrust of the proof is to show that under 
both 1 and c these numbers agree. This will be done in Section 4.3. 
4. I. Streamlining the measures 
The following re-formulations serve the purpose of making the measures easier to 
work with. Streamlining a measure consists of two steps: First we find a summand 
common to both measures. Secondly, we characterize the remainder to allow for easier 
handling in the proof. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 contain the streamlining of the measures. 
Then the modified version of conjecture will be formulated in Section 4.1.3 and then 
be proved in the following sections. 
4.1.1. Streamlining the L-measure 
When motivating the measure L it was already pointed out that for a node a in Vi 
a 1 is added to account for the unknown copy of a (in accordance with the original 
definition in [ 111). We now rephrase the definition into 
l L(TG,Ts)=I~~P(TG,TS)I+/~I+~,,~~ U(a). with U(a) := ~((a, a,)) + ~((a, a,-)). 
Next we aim at a description of U as a function mapping nodes in the genetree 
onto edges in the species-tree. Let x E Vis be a node counted by some &(a,&)), i.e. 
a node on the path between M(a) and M(a,) for some a. Instead of the node x we 
focus on the edge starting at x and leading away from the path. By Definition 5 we 
count x iff there exists an a E VG with either M(a,) c x or M(ac) c n and x C M(a). 
W.1.o.g. we have for the children X,,XF of x : M(q) n xC = 0 and M(a,) C x,-. Instead 
of n we count this edge (x,x,) E ES. 
l V(~)=~{(X,X,)EE~~~CM(~)A(M(~,)~~,~/M(~,-C~,-)}~. 
Note that when we observe x on the path between M(a) and M(a,), x,- will also 
be on this path while x, is not. 
Since U maps nodes to sets of edges we introduce a relation RF that relates a 
species x to a gene a iff either M(a,) or M(a,-) is included in x. 
Definition 13. 
RT C Vie x Vis, aRFx : u M(a,) c xi/M(af) c X. 
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TG (a) T, (x) 
joj fiTs(M(a;)) 
TG (a,) T, (a,) T, (xc) T, (x,) 
Fig. 4. Contribution of x to H(a). 
There is a natural mapping Y associated with R,‘. 
Definition 14. 
.F : Y& + 2vis, 
_ 
~(a):=(x~Yi~(nR~~x} 
U can be now expressed by 
Definition 15. 
9 : Vie + 2E’, _!?(a) := {(x,xc) E Es 1 x c M(a) A aR,lx,-} 
In summary we obtain the following modified definition of the 
l NGJs) = INGG,Ts)I + 16 I + CaE vic; IP%)l 
4.1.2. Streamlining the C-measure 
measure L. 
For the C-measure we want to follow the same scheme. First we separate the number 
of single duplications I L$ I from the C-measure. This is based on the following obser- 
vation: Let x = M(a). when a is a V, node then one of x’s children is in SC(a) and the 
other one in DC(a). If a E v2 then both X, and x,- are in DC(a). Before arguing why 
this is true we use the observation. Since for a node a E V, exactly one of x’s children, 
say xc,, will be a single-copy species (while x itself is necessarily double-copy) the 
edge (x,x,.) is part of the hull. Therefore x, the root of the DC-tree, will be counted 
by the C measure. This is done exactly IV,) times. On the other hand when a E Vz 
there is no such obvious member of the hull of the subtree DC(a). 
The reason for the above observation is easily explained as also shown in Fig. 4. 
If gene a is in 6 this implies that M(a,) coincides with M(a) while M(ar) is below 
M(a). Say x = M(a) and we assign the + descendants of the gene a to species x, and 
its descendants. Species x, cannot at the same time contain a - copy because the - 
copies are derived from gene a? which maps belows x,:. Thus x, is single-copy. Species 
x,:, however, contains descendants of both the + and the - genes because M(a,) was 
assumed to coincide with M(a) which means that x,: has both descendant species with 
genes that derived from a,. and descendant species with genes that derived from a,-. 
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Therefore x,- is double-copy. Application of similar logic show that for a E V, both 
children of x are double-copy. This allows us to rephrase the formal definition of the 
C-measure admitting only those nodes in the species-tree that are strictly included in 
Ma). 
l DC’ : Vie -+2k, 
DC’(a):={xE 6 IxcM(a)Axna,#(DAxfla,-f0). 
l H’ : Vie ---f 2&, 
H’(a) := {xc E V, 1 (x,x,) E ES :x E DC’(a) Axe 6 DC’(a)} 
0 c’ : Vie 4 No, 
c’(a):= lH’(a)l (Note that for a $6 Du~(TG,T~) we have H’(a)=O.) 
l C(TG,TS) = D~PUG,TS)I + 16 I+ CaEVio c’(a). 
For the characterization of this new c’ consider a species y E H’(a) with a E ViC. 
By definition of H we know that there exists e := (P(y), y) E ES with P(y) E DC’(a). 
We identify y with e and redefine H’ as follows. 
l H’: Vic+2cj, 
H’(a) = {(x,x,) E ES 1 x c M(a) Ax E DC’(a) Ax, $Z DC’(a)}. 
We again introduce a relation, Rp, that relates a gene g E VG to a species s E VS if 
both of g’s children have common elements with x. 
Definition 16. 
R’ C: Vie x Vis, aR”x:@xfla,,#fJAxna,-f0. 
There is a natural mapping 2 associated with R9. 
Definition 17. 
9: ViG-+2&‘, 9(a) := {x E Vs I aR”x} 
H is then superseded by %: 
Definition 18. 
G!T: Vic+2Es, %(a) := {(x,x,) E Es / x c M(a) A aR ‘x A l(aR”x,)}. 
One obtains a rephrased C-measure: 
l C(TG,TS)=ID~P(TG,TS)I + I&I + CaEvic; /@(alI. 
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4.1.3. The reduced conjecture 
After this streamlining we reformulate the MMS-conjecture using the redefined mea- 
sures. Recalling our streamlined measures 
l Wo,Ts)= lW~(To,Ts)l + 141 + CuEVjc; l%a)l. 
l C(To,Ts)= I~vUc,Ts)l + IFI + CaEy,<; Ig(a>l. 
Theorem 19 (Reduced conjecture). Let u E Vie. Then there holds: CuEVjG IY(u)l = 
CNE,,lC; IWa)l. 
The key trick for showing this reduced conjecture is to change our point of view 
in counting the elements of CaEViG IP(a)l and CoEVic /V(a)l. Both .Y and G? imply 
mappings from the nodes of V, to edges of Es. Instead of keeping a node in VG fixed 
while asking for the edges in Vs we keep an edge in ES fixed and ask for the nodes 
in VG which are mapped onto this edge. We denote these functions by a superscript 
star. Based on the relations RF and R’ we define as follows: 
Definition 20. 
.T-* : Vis _ 2Vk;, _ s*(x) := (0 E Vi(; 1 uR” x}. 
Definition 21. 
‘j* : Vis i zvi”, 9”(x) := {a E VG I aR%}. 
This nomenclature allows us to describe which edges in the species-tree are counted 
by which gene. 
Definition 22. 
y* : Es + 2°C;) Y*((x,xC)) := {u E Vie /x CM(a) AaRTxc}. 
Definition 23. 
cc* : Es i 2’5 @‘*((x,x,)) := {a E Vie / x c M(a) A uR”/x A ~(uR”x,)}. 
The thrust of the proof is now to show 
Theorem 24. Let e E ES. Then IY*(e)l = l+?*(e)1 
The definitions given in this chapter are generally used in the following proof and 
therefore given as an overview in Appendix A. 
4.2. Venn-diagram of Y* and %‘* 
In showing that Y*(e) and g*(e) have the same cardinality we can, 
of course, ignore elements in _Y*(e)fl%*(e). Our essential goal is to prove 
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I_Y*(e)\%?*(e)l = I%‘*(e)\.P*(e)l. So the next step in solving the problem is to appro- 
priately characterize these two sets. To this end we will derive certain properties of 
the elements in Z*(e) n V*(e). These properties can be either characterized in terms 
of Z*(e) or V*(e). 
Lemma 25. Let a E 2’*((x,xc)). Then a E %‘*((x,xc)) e a E 9*(x). 
Proof. From the definition of %‘* there immediately follows a $! 9*(x) +a @ %‘* 
((x,x,)). In order to prove a E D*(x) + a E %?*(( x,x,)) we go through the conditions 
for a~%‘*((x,x,)) and show that for UE 9*((x,xC)) they all hold. The first condi- 
tion x c M(u) is a direct consequence of the definition of _CZ*. Secondly, we show 
a $! II*( By definition we know that a E S*(x,) and therefore we obtain a, C M(u,) 
Lx?. We deduce that a, nx, = 8 and thus a $! 9*(xC). The last condition, a E g*(x), 
is trivially true. 0 
This lemma tells us that we can use D*(x) to partition _Y*((x,x,)) into those ele- 
ments which it has in common with %Y*((x,x,)) and those elements unique to it. We 
use the nomenclature Y_*((x,x,)) and ~Z$((X,X~)) to denote these two sets. 
Definition 26. 
35Es+2 , Vi(; LP((x,x,)):= Lf*((x,x,)) n 9*(x>. 
Definition 27. 
LZ$:Es+2vic, Y;(e) := ~*(e)\9~(e). 
The following lemma gives a similar mechanism for %Y*. 
Lemma 28. Let a E %?*((x,x,-). Then a E U*((x,x,>) uu E S*(xe). 
Proof. a 4 T-*(x?) + a q! 6p*((x,xc)) follows directly from the definition of _Y*. We 
need to show that a E 5*(x,-) + a E 9*((x,xC)). The only additional requirement for a 
to be an element of _Y*((x,xJ) is x c M(u) which follows directly from the definition 
of %*((x,xC)). 0 
Here, T*(xr) is used to partition %Y*((x,xC)) into the sets which we call %?((x,x,)) 
and %‘$((x,x~)). Lemma 28 tells us that %‘~((x,x,)) C 6p*((x,xC)) and %$((x,x,))rl ?Z* 
((x,x,)) = 0. 
Definition 29. 
5%: IE~+~“~~, 9P((X,XC)) := 9*((x,xC)) u Y-*(x,). 
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Fig. 5. Venn diagram of sets Y* and %* 
Definition 30. 
b%; %:,*:Es+2 , q(e) := ~*(e)\@ye). 
Lemma 31. Let eE Es, then we haoe F*(e)n~*(e)= Y!!(e)=%~(e). 
Proof. Obvious from the definitions. q 
In summary, one can visualize the sets just introduced in the Venn-diagram shown 
in Fig. 5. 
After this we have essentially reduced the conjecture to its kernel statement. 
Theorem 32. Let e E ES. Then I_F$(e)j = I%‘$(e)l. 
In the following sections we will further explore P’;*(e) and q;(e) which will finally 
complete the proof. 
4.3. Structural properties of 9$(e) and q;(e) 
Before attacking our key statement 1.2$(e)l = I%$(e)l, we require three basic struc- 
tural features. First we show that (P’s, C) is an anti-chain. Second we claim that 
a nx,. = 0 for an arbitrary a E _Y$((x,x,)). Finally, we prove that for an element a E 
q;(e) there exists an element b E 9$(e) with b c a. 
Theorem 33. (A!$, C ) is an anti-chain. 
Proof. We show this by contradiction. Let a, b E F;(e) with a # b, for an e := (x,x,) 
E Vs. Assume b C at. 
We first show that a, nx # 0. By definition of 2$(e) we know that x CM(~). 
From the monotonicity of A4 and b C a~ we deduce M(b) C M(a,:) and thus x c M(Q). 
a E F-*(x?) due to a E Z’s(e). Since x c M(a,-) we must have M(a,) C x,- and therefore 
a,nx#0. 
Next we show a,-nx#0. By definition of Y$((x,x,)) we know bE F*(x,-) and 
therefore b nx # 0. Together with our assumption b C a,: we obtain a,- f’x # 0. 
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Summarizing the results we have a E 9*(x) in contradiction to our assumption 
aE 2$(e). 0 
Theorem 34. Let UE d;pf*((x,x,)). Then anx, =0. 
Proof. By definition we know a E F-*(x,-) and have, w.l.o.g., M(a,) C x,-. Therefore 
a, c x,- and thus we have a, n x, = 0. By definition we know a $! 9*(x) which means 
a,nx=0 or a,nx=0. Since a,cx,- we obtain a,:fl.x=@. 0 
An important structural feature for our main proof is that an element a E V$ contains 
an element b E 2’2 with b # a. We will prove this using the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 35. Let a E Vie. 
Proof. Since x,-n a # 0 we denote by c an arbitrarily chosen element of x,-n a. Then 
k := {c} is a leaf in Ts and To and we k = M(k). Furthermore we have k c a and, by 
the monotonicity of A4, M(k) c M(a). 
Now consider the paths PC between k and a in To as well as the path Ps between 
M(k) and M(a) in S. All elements of PC are mapped by the monotone function M 
onto the path Ps. Ps must contain x and x,-, since we chose c E xF n a and we assumed 
that x c M(a). 
We proceed to show the existence of an element b on PC with xcM(b) and 
b E 7*(x?). By the monotonicity of M, there exists a parent-child pair (b, b,) on PC 
with k C b, c b C a and M(k) C M(b,) C x,- c x C M(b) C M(a). Therefore b E F-*(x,) 
and it is left to show that x c M(b). Since a nx,. = 0 there is no element on PC mapping 
onto x and we deduce that x c M(b). 0 
Lemma 36. Let e:=(x,x,)E ES. 
Proof. The key idea for proving this is a repeated application of Lemma 35. Therefore 
we need to derive from our assumption the applicability of Lemma 35 for a child 
a, of a. Lemma 35 tells us that there exists an element b E 9*(e) with b G a, and 
bnx, = 0. So, if we have b E Z:(e) we can apply Lemma 35 again. Otherwise we 
terminate with b E 2$(e). Clearly we must terminate since To is a finite tree. 
We still need to show the applicability of Lemma 35. First we show that x c M(a,) 
for one child a, of a. By definition we know a E 9*(x5) and assume w.1.o.g. M(q) 
Lx,-. Since we know by definition that x c M(a) we deduce that M(a,) $ x,- and 
x C M(a,). Finally we deduce that x c M(a,) due to the assumption a nx, = 0. Next we 
show a, nx, = 0. By definition we know a E 9*(x) and therefore u, nx # 0. 
Due to the assumption a n x, = 0 there follows a, a,- # 0. It is left to show that 
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a, nx, = 0 which is due to our assumption that a nx,. = 8. Thus we can apply 
Lemma 35 to a. 0 
Now we have worked out enough of the structural properties to prove that every 
a E W;(e) contains at least one b E -40$(e). Since a E %$(e) there exists one child of 
a which is disjoint from x,. To fix this child we make this condition part of the 
assumption of the theorem. 
Theorem 37. Let e := (x,x,) E Es. 
aE~~((x,.x,))Aa,nx,=0~~bE~~((x,x,)): b&a,. 
Proof. The idea for proving this is first to show the applicability of Lemma 35 for 
a child a, of a. Lemma 35 tells us that there exists an element b E Y*((x,x,)) with 
b 2 a,. and b nx,. = 0. If b E _Y$((x,x,)) we are done showing the theorem. Otherwise 
we can apply Lemma 36 which tells us that there exists an element c E _Y$((x,x,.)) 
and then this proves the theorem. 
It is left to show the applicability of Lemma 35. The condition a, nx, = 0 for 
Lemma 35 holds directly by our assumption. We need to show that a, fox,- # 0. 
By definition we know that a E 9*(x). From a, n x # 8 and a, nx, = 0 there follows 
that a, nxt # 8. Finally we show x c M(a,). By definition we know a $ F*(x,-) and x c 
M(a). Thus we have M(ar)g xc. From the assumption a, f’ xc = 8 we deduce M(a,) g x. 
Since we know by definition that a E S?*(x) we have a, nx # 0 and obtain M(a,.) n 
x # 0. This results in x CM(a,) and the applicability of Lemma 35 is shown. 0 
4.4. %!$ and Y;” have the same cardinality 
We proceed to show that I%$(e)l = I_YC(e)l f or an edge e :=(x,x,) E Es. The key to 
proving this is the definition in Section 4.4.1 of a homeomorphously reduced subtree 
of TG which we denote as Tc(e):=( &(e),&(e)). By definition, x;*(e) is a subset 
of the leaves of J+(e). %7$(e) is a subset of the inner nodes of V,(e) which will be 
shown in Section 4.4.2. The properties of TC will in this section finally lead to the 
equality I$(e)i = l_Y$(e)l. 
4.4.1. Dejniny Tc(e) 
Tc(e) is the homeomorphous reduced subtree of TG which is spanned by the nodes of 
Q(e). An example is shown in Fig. 6. f+(e) is defined as the union of the four disjoint 
sets VI lc(e), V12c(e), Vile(e) and ViZc(e). Here, the “1” stands for a set containing 
leaves of the subtree and the “i” designates inner nodes. 
V,.(e) is derived from Z?(e). Theorem 33 stated that the elements of 9$(e) form 
an anti-chain with respect to the order induced by the c-relation. One can therefore use 
Y?+(e) as part of the leaves for a subtree C(e). For the sake of having a consistent 
nomenclature for sets that make up Q(e) we denote dZ;(e) in this context as Vllc(e). 
Next, we connect the elements of Vl lc(e) via the homeomorphous reduced spanning 
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Fig. 6. Tc(e), the homeomorphus reduced subtree of TG. 
tree of TG, i.e. we add to VZ lc(e) the set Vile(e) of least common ancestors of all 
pairs (a,b) of elements from VZl,(e). The second set of inner nodes, Vi2,-(e), is the 
set of all nodes a E V, satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) One of the children of a, say a,, does not contain an element of VZlc(e) but does 
contain an element of x,; 
(2) The other child a,- of a contains an element of VZlc(e) but no element of XC; 
We want the elements of Vi2c(e) to have two children in the subtree and thus add a 
second set of leaves VZ2c(e). VZ2c(e) is defined as VZ2c(e) := {c E VG 1 P(c)6 Vi2c(e)A 
jib E VZlc(e) : bg c}. Thus, each inner node (except the root) in the subtree of TG 
spanned by VZlc(e)~ VZ2,-(e)U Vilc(e)U Vi2c(e) has degree 3 and Tc(e) is a binary 
rooted tree with VZ,(e) = VZlc(e) U VZ2c(e) and &(e) = Vile(e) U Vi2c(e). What fol- 
lows is the formal definition of Tc(e). 
Definition 38. Let Tc: ES --f 9&,, and T=(e) := (l+(e),&(e)). For e := (x,xC), the set 
of nodes Vc(e) and the set of edges EC(e) are defined as follows: 
(1) Vc(e)c Vc: I+(e):= VZlc(e)U VZ2c(e)U Vilc(e)U Vi2c(e) 
(4 
(b) 
Cc) 
VZlc : Es +2vi” 
VZlc(e) := Y?(e) 
Vilc:Es-+2KG 
Vilc(e):={Zca({a,b})E VicIa,bE VZlc(e)Aa#b} 
Vi2c : Es + 2”” 
Vi2C((x,xC)) := {c E ViG 1 $b e v~lC((x,&)): b g cc A Cc n& # 0 A 
3aE VZIC((x,xC)):aCc,-AC,-nx,=B} 
(4 V12,:Es+2k 
VZ2,-(e):={cE VG APE Vi2,-(e)Aj!bE VZlc(e):bCc} 
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(2) Ec(e)CI We) x J+(e): 
EC(~) := {(x, Y) E V,(e) x Vc(e)lth ere exists a path in TG from .X to y 
not passing through nodes in I+(e)} 
4.4.2. Finish 
Lemma 39. Let e E Es, v:(e) g Q(e). 
Proof. Let a E X$(e). We know by definition that a $ 9*(xc) and thus for one child 
a,. we have a, fix, = 8. We show a E V,(e). Theorem 37 tells us that there exists an 
element b E Z?(e) with b C a,. This means we have a, nx, = 0 and there exists an 
bE 9$(e) with b&a,. 
Whether a is an element of I+(e) now depends on the other child a,-. We distinguish 
the following two cases depending on whether a,- contains elements of x, or not. 
(1) a,- nx, = 0. From Theorem 37 we deduce that there exists a c E Y;(e) with c C: a,. 
Therefore a E Vile(e). 
(2) a,:nx, # 0. If there exists a c E Y?(e) with c C a, we have a E I’ilc(e), otherwise 
a E ViZc(e). 0 
We proceed to characterize those elements of VC which are also in %‘$(e). Such a 
node a~ Vi,(e) must fulfill the requirements x CM(U), a E 9*(x), a$ 9*(xC) and 
a$ Y*(x,:). Of course, if every UE &c(e) would fulfill all four requirements we 
would be done with the proof. However, the condition a $ 9*(xc) does not holf for all 
elements of V,(e) and we will need to add an extra condition. But before doing the 
complicated part the next lemma takes care of the easy part. 
Lemma 40. Let UE Vie(e) and e:=(x,x,). Then there hold 
(1) X c M(a). 
(2) Vie(e) 2 g*(x). 
(3) a $ Y*(xr). 
Proof. 
(1) By definition of Vi,(e) we know there exists an element b E Vllc(e) with b c a. 
From the monotonicity of A4 there follows that M(b) C: M(u). For b we know by 
definition that x c M(b). 
(2) We show first that an arbitrarily chosen leaf b E V/c(e) contains elements of x. 
Clearly, for b E VZ%c((x,x,)) this is true by definition. For be VZlc((x,x,)) we 
know by definition that b E .Y*(x,-) and, w.l.o.g., we have M(b,) C x,-. Thus, 6, Cr x, 
and there holds b nx # 8. So each child of u must contain elements of x which 
proves the statement. 
(3) By definition a has at least one child a, containing a node b E V/lc(e). For b we 
know x c M(b) and x c M(a,) follows. For a E Vilc(e) we know a,- contains an 
element of V/l&e). From x cM(a,) and XC M(ar) there follow that a @ F*(x& 
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For a E Vi2c(e) we know a,- r-b, # 0 and obtain x C M(a,-). From x c M(a,) and 
x C M(u,-) we deduce a $ F-*(x,-). 0 
In the following theorem we characterize those nodes a E Vic((x,x,)) which fulfill 
the remaining condition a 6 9*(xc). 
Lemma 41. Let a E Vi~((x,x,)). Then a 4 9*(xC)) exactly if there exists a child a, 
of a such that there is no b E V12c(e) with b C a,. 
Proof. 
l We start by indirectly proving the simple part of the equivalence. We need to 
show that when both children of a contain a node of VZ2c(e) then a E 9*(xc). By 
definition of VZ2c(e) we know b nx, # 0 for an arbitrary b E VZ2c(e). Thus we have 
u, nx, # 8 and a,-nx, # 0 which is equal to a E 9*(xc)). 
l We now show the other direction. Suppose a has a child a, that does not con- 
tain a node b E VZ2c(e). We need to show that a 4 9*(xc). In fact, our goal is to 
show a, nx, = 0 in order to then deduce a $! a*(~~). Assume a, nx, # 0. By as- 
sumption there exists the subtree T1 in s(u,) spanned by {{Z}lZ E a, nx,}. Since 
by assumption a, contains no element of VZ2c(e) and by definition of a we know 
that a, contains an element of VZc(e). Therefore there is another subtree T2 in 
S(u,) spanned by &(a,) n VZlc(e). Consider now the leaves VI3 of the common 
subtree Ts of Ti and TZ. Clearly, an Z E VI3 contains elements of x, and VZ lc(e). 
Theorem 34 tells us that b nx, =0 for an arbitrary b E VZ2c(e). So we know that 
Ti and Tz have no leaves in common. There follows that a leaf Z E VI3 has a child 
1, in S(u,) containing an element in VZl,(e) and no element of x,. On the other 
hand, the other child IF contains an element of x,. On the other hand, the other 
child I,- contains an element of x, and no element of VZlc(e). In conclusion we 
have 0 # V/j C VZ2c(e) which is a contradiction. 0 
We are now equipped to finish the proof of the conjecture. Assume for the moment 
that VZ%c(e) is not empty. Lemmas 40 and 41 together say that an element of VC will 
also be in Cs if and only if the condition of 41 is fulfilled. In other words, C;(e) can be 
written as the elements of l+(e) which also fulfill the condition from 41. This leads to 
a another key observation. Consider the set of least common ancestors of the elements 
of VZ2(e). The inner nodes Vi,(e) can be viewed as made up from two disjoint sets, 
namely C;(e) and the set of least common ancestors of elements in VZ2(e). This is 
easy to see from the respective definitions. The least common ancestors have elements 
of VZ2(e) as or underneath both their children whereas due to the above characterization 
the elements of C;(e) have elements from VZ2(e) only as or underneath one of their 
children. 
Since Vie(e) is the disjoint union of C;(e) and the set of least common ances- 
tors of elements in VZ2(e), the cardinality of V&(e) must equal the sum of the 
cardinalities of the other two sets. This allows to compute ICf*(e)l as IVic(e)l 
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minus the number of least common ancestors of elements in V12(e). Thus we need 
to count the elements in those sets. The set Kc(e) contains the inner nodes of a tree 
whose leaves are V/lc(e) U V/2&e). Therefore its cardinality is 1 Vllc(e)l + 1 V/2c(e)l 
- I = jY$(e)l + /V12c(e)l ~ 1. The number of least common ancestors of elements in 
V/2(e) is I VZ2(e)l- 1. The difference between the two expressions is I_!??(e)1 and we 
obtain the desired equality ( C$ (e)l = IL!!!(e) 1. 
Finally, the case 1V12c(e)l= 0, which holds only if Vllc(e) = 0, needs to be dealt 
with separetely. 
Lemma 42. VZ2c(e) # 0 * VI 1 c(e) # 8. 
Proof. We first show V/2=(e) # 0 3 Vl lc(e) # 0. Let a E V/2&e), then we know by 
definition there exists P(a) E Vi2c(e) and thus there is a h E V/lc(e) with b C P(a). 
Vllc(e) # 0 * Vl2c(e) # 0 we show by contradiction. Assume V[2c(e) = 0. Clearly by 
assumption the root r of Tc(e) contains no element of x,. But S contains by definition 
all elements of x, as a subset of its leaves. So there must be a node a in Vis with 
r C: a,., a, f? a, = 0, and vice versa r e a,, a, n a, # 0. We follow a E Vi2c(e) which is 
a contradiction. 0 
It is left to show I Vllc(e)i = 0 + I%*(e)1 = 0 which follows from Theorem 37. 
This completes the proof of the MMS-conjecture. We conclude this paper by giving 
an example illustrating the different notions introduced in the course of the proof. 
5. An example 
We will present a worked-out example to depict the sets Z?(e), Y;(e), %2(e), 
and V;(e) and to demonstrate some of the observations just proved. Let a gene-tree TG 
and a species-tree Ts be given (Fig. 7). We denote the inner nodes of the species-tree 
with capitals. Inner nodes of the gene-tree are denoted in lower case. Nodes of the 
species-tree are annotated with the mapping M: Next to the node there is a list of nodes 
of the gene-tree which all map to this node in the species-tree. Nodes a, b, c, and d 
in TG are duplication nodes, i.e. they form hp(T~,Ts). We use the same convention 
as in Mirkin et al. [ 1 l] of designating one duplicate of a gene with “+” and the other 
with ‘<-“. 
5.1. Calculating C(TG,TS) 
Fig. 8 shows Ts duplicated four times, once for each member of Dup(TG,Ts). Con- 
sider the first one of these, associated with the duplication node a. The gene a is 
duplicated, giving rise to a “+‘‘-copy and a “-” -copy. The gene-tree tells us that 
species 5 inherits a successor of the “-” -copy while all others have a successor of the 
“+‘‘-copy (cf. the “+/-“-pattern at the leaves of the tree). Now, nodes A,B, C, D, E, 
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a:7 
2 6 7 34 815 1 2345 6 7 8 
Fig. 7. Gene-tree and species-tree. 
1 2 34 5 6 7 a 12 34 5 6 7 a 
+ -I- -I-+ - + -I- + + - + + 
b:6 A d:5 A 
1 2 34 5 6 7 8 1 2 34 5 6 7 8 
- + +- + + - + + 
Fig. 8. Calculating C(TG, Ts). 
and TG have both “+“- and “-“- copies underneath them. These nodes thus form the 
DC-tree. The measure c(a) counts the boundary of the DC-tree, i.e. how many edges 
lead from a DC-node to a non-DC-node. In the figure these edges have been marked 
by leading to a full square. In this case the boundary contains 7 edges. The number 
is printed next to the duplication node (a) that gave rise to this tree. The sum of all 
these boundaries for all duplication nodes is 24. Adding the cardinality of lhp(T~,Ts) 
(= 4) we obtain 28 for C(TG, Ts). 
5.2. Cahhting L(Tc,Ts) 
In the following table we calculate the measure E(a) for each inner node of TG. 
Consider the first line, corresponding to node a. The children of a are a, = 5 and 
aF = b. These map to A and 5, respectively (Fig. 7). Since both a and its child b map 
to A, node a is a member of VI. This is denoted in the second column of the table. 
1 will be added to the path-measure p. The path length p((a,ac)) counts the nodes 
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within the path A - B - C - D - E - G - 5, not counting the ends A and 5. Since 
M(a) = M(a,-) coincide, ~((a, a,-)) is 0. I(a) in the last column is thus 6. Summing 
over the last column yields 24 and after adding 4 for lDup(T~,Ts)l one obtains 28 
again. 
5.3. Calculating 22’ and %?* 
The proof presented made the switch from counting in the species-tree to counting 
in the gene-tree. For each edge in the species-tree, Fig. 9 highlights specific nodes in 
the gene tree. These nodes are the members of the sets _Y?(e) (= q:(e)), -Y;(e), and 
V;(e). Members of P?!(e) (=9:(e)) are marked by “=“. Members of _fZ$(e) are 
marked “L” and members of @Je) are marked “C”. The tree r,(e) is printed with 
dotted edges. For example, in Fig. 9 for the edge e := (C, 6) we have Z!(e) =%?(e) 
and IV*(e)1 = 3. We have 2$(e) n g;(e) = 0 and IYf(e)l = I%$(e)l = 1. The thrust 
of the proof was to show that Z;(e) and %‘$(e) have equal cardinality. In the figure 
this is reflected in the fact that in each tree the number of nodes marked “L” is the same 
as the number of nodes marked “c”. Furthermore, each node marked “c” contains as 
a successor at least on L-node (cf. Theorem 37). Figure 9 contains to the right of each 
tree the counts of “=‘‘-, “L’‘-, and “C”-nodes. Adding up “=“-nodes and “L”-nodes 
(or “C”-nodes, respectively) for all trees yields 20. To make up for the streamlining 
of Section 4.1) we add (VI 1(=4) and lDup(T~,Ts)l(= 4) and obtain the desired 28. 
6. Conclusion 
In the study of the evolution of gene families it is important to quantify in how 
far a gene-tree agrees with a species-tree. It is not obvious, though, what the right 
measure for this purpose should be. The equivalence of two possible definitions, each 
based on a very different intuition, has been conjectured by Mirkin et al. and proved 
in this paper. One application lies in the availability of an algorithm calculating the 
L-measure in time O(n) (to be published) which now carries over to the computation 
of the C-measures. (Table 1) 
The proof we gave is in fact elementary. It uses only set theory and some notions 
on trees and graphs. No deep results are applied. It remains to be seen whether the 
constructions used will be applicable to other problems or whether the proof can be 
simplified and made more intuitive. 
Appendix A. Definitions for the proof 
The following definitions are frequently used in the proof and summarized here for 
reference. They are introduced in Section 4.1. 
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G 
Fig. 9. In the gene-trees 6R!?(%r) nodes are marked “=“. Y$ nodes are marked “L” and Us nodes are 
marked “c”. 
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Table 1 
Calculating L(TG,T~) and C(TG,T~) 
L-measure C-measure 
ViG t VI p((a,ac)) p((a, ai)) l(a) c(a) 
a I 5 0 6 7 
b I 0 0 I 6 
c I 4 0 5 6 
d 1 3 0 4 5 
e 0 0 0 0 0 
f 0 5 0 5 0 
g 0 3 0 3 0 
c aEviG 24 24 
Definition A.1. (f) 
0 RT 2 Vie x Vis : aRTx: *M(a,) ~xPM(a~) 2x, 
0 Yr : Vie; + 2 ‘*s, F(a) := {x E Vis 1 aR.Fx}, 
l .F* : Vis + 2”ic, S*(x) := {a E Vie 1 aRrx}. 
Definition A.2. (9) 
l R’ g Vie x Vis : aR’x: Hx n a, # 8 Ax f’ a,- # 0, 
l 8:Vic+2v~, 9(a):={xEVs/aR”/x}, 
0 9 * : Vi,y ----f 2 k , 9*(x) := {a E VG 1 aR’/x}. 
Definition A.3. (9) 
0 9 : Vie ---f 2El, Lf(a):={(x,x,)EE~~xCM(a)AaRFx,-}, 
. y* : Es i 2c’ic 
. -y’5Es+2vi”: 
LO*((x,x,)) := {a E Vi/it 1 x CM(a) A aR’xr}, 
~C((X,X~)) := ~*((x,x,)) n 22*(x), 
. A?; :Es+2c’i”, 9$(e) := Y*(e)\L?ZT(e). 
Definition A.4. (V) 
0 $9: Vic+24, %?(a):={( x,xc) E ES Ix CM(a) A aR”x A l(aRf/xc>}, 
l W+ :Es--t2vi”, %*((x,x,)) := {a E Vie Ix CM(a) A aR”x A T(aR’xc>}, 
l Gf’T :Es 4 2”“, %?((x,x,)) := V*((x,x,)) f- y*(x,:), 
l %;:Es+2”‘“, k?:(e) := ~*(e)\%?(e). 
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